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Following scheduling conflicts .in the
Nashville, Tenn., semi-finalist interviews, three candidates have been
named finalists for
the
position
of
provost and vice president for Academic
Affairs.
University President
Randy Dunn said
although two of the U
Provost Search Committee members were
Diane
unable to attend the
Boothe
10 semi-fmalist interProvost fmalist views,
Human
Resources
has
worked with committee leaders to
ensure proper procedure is being followed hence forth.
"As is always the case when you're
working with 3 large number of search
committee members, as we are in this
case due to the importance of the hire,
it can be the situation that not every
member can be involved in every step
of the process,'' Dunn said. "Human
Resources determined that since those
members were not a part of that
process, they should not be part of the
deliberations on choosing the three
finalists. Anyone who might suggest
that all of the committee members
aren't taking this seriously and fulfilling their role, are just throwing out a
red herring. "
Diane Boothe, David Glassman and
Guiyou Huang visited the campus this
week and attended forums for both the
faculty and the entire community.
Diane Boothe, dean of and professor
in the College of Education at Boise
State University since 2005, received a
Bachelor of Arts in English and a Master of Science in schobl administration
at California State University-Fuller-

ton. She received her doctorate in public administration from the University
of Southern California.
Boothe previously held the positions
of chair and professor in the department of curriculum and instruction,
director of the Collaborative Schools
Initiative and director of the Advanced
ACademy at the University ofWest Georgia.
Boothe was introduced to the campus
David
at forums Monday
and Tuesday.
Glassman Boothe outlined her
Provost finalist leadership style and
experience. She said
she believes coworkers would say she
is creative, innovative, motivated,
organized and high-energy. She also
said technology is a vital instrument
that must be embraced and infused
into the learning process.
Boothe stressed the importance of
communication across programs and
shared leadership.
"A provost needs to commit to openness, to risk-taking and to collaboration," Boothe said. "My leadership style
visibly and actively models the institutional decision-making process."
David Glassman has served as dean of
the Collt.>ge of Uberal Arts and professor of anthropology at the University
of Southem Indiana since 2004. He
received a Bachelor of Arts degree in
anthropology from the University of
Minnesota-Minneapolis.
From there, Glassman obtained a
Master of Arts and a doctorate in
anthropology from the University of
Tennessee-Knoxville. Before his current position, Glassman served as the
associate dean of the College of Liberal Arts and chair of the department of
anthropology at Texas State Universi-

ty·San Marcos.
Glassman attended forums Thursday
and Friday.
In his open community forum, Glassman outlined his goals as potential
provost. He emphasized the importance of utilizing
technology and promoting sustainability.
Glassman also touted efforts at increasing partnerships with
area elementary and
high schools for
recruitment
and
community colleges
Guiyou
for transfer students.
Huang
"We have to find
Provost finalist ways to cultivate
them (transfer students), to make them interested and
join Murray State,'' Glassman said. "I
believe in public education, and public
education has a reciprocation and a
commitment."
Guiyou Huang has served as dean of
the Biscayne College of Liberal Arts
and Social Sciences at St. Thomas University-Miami Gardens since 2007.
After receiving a Bachelor of Arts in
English at ~fu Teachers University in
China, Huang finished graduate studies
in English at Peking University and
then received 3 Ph.D. in English from
Texas A&M University-college.
Prior to his current position, Huang
was director of the Institute for World
Languages and dean of undergraduate
studies and programs at St. Thomas
University. He was also director of the
Honors College at Grand Valley State
University in Allendale, Mich.. chair of
the department of English and director
of the Honors Program at Kutztown
University of Pennsylvania and the
director of Student Affairs at Qufu
Teachers University in China.
Contact Akers at crystal.akers
@murraystate.edu.

Laura Cash

Amid the inclusion of a 1.5 percent cut to higher
education in the state's House of Representatives'
budget, University officials are still hopeful to only
face minimal cuts and tuition raises.
The House approved the l.S percent cut after battling Gov. Steve
Beshear's initial suggestion of a 2
percent cut.
The budget is now waiting for
Senate approval.
University President Randy Dunn •
said be expects a modest tuition·
raise.
"At this point what we'll look to ·
do is a combination of a number
University
of things. We'll probably try to
President·
pare down some costs in areas
that don't have a direct impact on
1 academic programs, courses or direct student ser-·
vices," Dunn said. "We'll look for areas where we
I can trim cost and look at some reallocation."
: Dunn said current additional spending will not.
be a factor in the University budget if the Senate
approves the cut.
"We've already accommodated some of our
increased costs,'' Dunn said. "For instance, we did a
1 percent salary increase this year. and we already
accounted for that. We already accounted for some
of the increases in fixed costs."
Dunn said the University will not be set back too
much by an education cut.
"If the Senate doesn't do any more to pare us
back, 1 feel pretty good to have next year's budget
picture be pretty much the same as this year,''
Dunn said. "I don't think anyone should look for
any big expansion of programs or any large scale
initiatives that will come out of this budget, but
I we'll be able to hold our own."
Tom Denton, vice president of finance and
administrative services, said be is not sure of the
exact budget at this point. but he said the House did
add to Murray State appropriations. For example,
$392,000 for Breathitt Veterinary Center operations for the School of Agriculture will now be
added to the base University budget.
He said there are only two significant sources of
funding for the University: appropriations and
tuition increases.
The Council for Postsecondary Education
assesses and determines the maximum amount
tuition can increase for public comprehensive
institutions such as Murray State, Denton said.
Last year. the council approved a 4 percent maximum increase.
The council will not meet until April23 to decide
an increase for next year.
I Denton said state appropriations have been
reduced because of the economy. Because of these
reductions, the state is depending on stimulus
funds amounting to $3.4 million to help Jessen the
amount of cuts to those depending on public fund·
in g.
Students who want to voice an opinion about·
education cuts should call or e-mail their legisla-·
tors. Contact information of Kentucky legislators
can be found at lrc.ky.gov.
Said Dunn; "Politicians act in response to what
they hear from their voting constituents, and just
telling the story of what Murray State is ad:omplishing is important. Students can tell a personal
tale; if a student has received some beneficial service from units like Career Services, counseling,
the Women's Center - all of these direct service
providers - we need to let legislators know those
things are important."
Contact Cash at Jaura.cash@murraystate.edu.
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Toyota recalls impact students, local dealers
Mia Walters
Editor-in-Chief
With many students hitting the road for
Break, having a travel-ready vehicle is a must. But what if you have a "runaway Prius"?
Toyota Motor Corp. recently recalled 8
million cars with brake and accelerator
problems after an increase in similar acci·
dent reports, including the reports of the
"runaway Prius" in California. The recall
included 12 models, made between 20042010. The issue has been described as
"unintended acceleration" or "sticky
brakes."
According to CNNMoney.com, Toyotas make up six of the top 10 most popular cars in America, including the Prius,
the Rav4, the Scion and the Lexus400h.
They're popular in Craig Taylor's fami ·
ly as well.
"We're a Toyota family basically, and
we've never had real problems before
this," Taylor, freshman from Russellville,
Ky., said. "My grandma has one, my mom
has one and my brother is probably evenSprin~

• 2007-2010 Camry

• 2004-2009 Prius

• 2005-2010 Tacoma

• 2008-2010 Highlander

• 2009-2010 RAV4

• 2009-2010 VENZA

tually going to get one too."
Taylor drives a 2009 Toyota Corolla,
one of the vehicles under the microscope
during the recalls.
Taylor said he had problems with his
first two cars, including a 2006 Toyota
Corolla, which was faulty after the previous owner tried to personally install a
security system, but this was the f1tst
issue with his new car.
"My mom called and told me about it,"
Taylor said. "She saw Camrys going
through walls and stuff."
When he started calling Toyota dealerships to fix the brake issue, Taylor said he
faced three- to four-week waits at nearby

.....,

....

o f

locations. He was able to make an
appointment in Bowling Green, Ky., with
just a two-week wait.
"I was pretty scared about it before
because I have to go across the bridge and
I didn't know if anything was going to
happen," Taylor said. "They're showing
cars going through buildings and such."
While fears like Taylor's would seemingly impact the sale of Toyotas, Andy
Foley, general sales manager at Toyota of
Murray. said sales are at their best in
three years.
"We're overwhelmed right now - we
have fantastic incentives and it'.s just a
great product,'' he said. "I think all the

attention has actually helped our sales."
He said the dealership has worked on
between 400-500 cars involved in the
recent recalls, the cost of which is covered by Toyota Motor Corp•. and the wait
for an appointment depends on the type
of work needed.
"The wait is at a one- to two-week
scheduling time right now,'' he said. "For
certain cars it's a 30-minute fix; for others
it's two to three hours."
Foley said the media are starting to
show both sides of the recall issue, which
changes the situation drastically.
"I think in the news we're' st:.lrting to
see the other sides of the stories • where
those (accident) stories aren't 100 percent
true,'' he said. "The man in California's
story is just not adding up. As more of
that comes out, I think the negative perception of Toyota is going away."
Said Foley: "Toyota is a great ,product,
and has been for decades. People are
standing behind the product because they
know how good it is."
Contact Walters at mia.walters@
murraystate.cdu.
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·University Store tO offer textbook rentals neXt fall
Stephanie Steele

"It sped the process up, but it wasn't the rea·
son for it," he said.
·
KJukam also said the profits from the Uni·
vcrsity Store go toward University funding and
student scholarships, but he is not aware how
book rentals may affect these financial aspects.
"I can't say for sure, but I think the dollars
will even out owr time," he .said.
Since this is a new prncticc for the University Store, KJukam said there will be some limitations in the beginning.
"This is a big financial commitment from the
University," :he said.
Therefore, Klukam said book rentals will be
available only for core classes and larger classes next fall.
A<i time goes by, more hooks will be made
available to rent.
Since books will be on a limited basis starting
out, professors must commit to a book fur a
specific course for six semesters, he said. This
means no changes in textbooks for three years.
Klukam said although some professors may
not be excited about it, the store already has
several professors on board with the idea.
"In the long run, I think people will be happy
with this," he said.
Klukam said even though he believes renting
is a good option for students, he wants students
to remember il is only an option. Students can
still purchase and sell books if they wish.
As with any rental service, students must

Staff ~'Titer
The University Store has jumped on the
book-rental bandwagon for next fall .
Not all details have been dedded, but Don
Klukam, textbook manager at the University
Store, said book rentals will be available next
semester.
Klukam said the University Store will base
the rental price on 30 percent of the retail
price.
For example, a book priced at $100 can be
rented for $30.
Renting can help students with the upfront
cost, Klukam said. This way, students will not
have to invest a larger sum of money during the
beginning of the semester.
Although the cost of renting is often cheaper
up front, it docs not mean it is always cheaper
in the long run.
••1 know that a lot of students put their book
purchases on credit cards," he said.
Klukam s:tid paying by credit card can cost a
student more because of fees and interest rates.
University Book and Bean bas been the only
bookstore in town to rent textbooks since the
spring semester, but Klukam said Book and
Bean was not the sole reason for this decision.
He said book rentals is an idea the store has
been contemplating for a while, but the Book
and Bean rentals stimulated the decision.

file phoro/Jordie Oetken

Jamie Tompkins. senior from Murray, peruses the University Store for textbooks.
sign an agreement .saying they understand they
must pay for the retail price of the book if it is
not returned or if it is excessively tom or
marked, he said.
KJukam said he knows other bookstores have
their own set of rules and regulations, but the
University Store is a little different.
Kristen Bendt, senior from Clarksville,
Tenn., said she usually purchases her books
from the University Store, but this semester,
she rented a book from University Book and
Bean to try something new.

Bendt said she rented a book for 50 percent
of the retail price from Book and Bean, so she
was excited that the University Store was considering renting for 30 percent of the retail
price.
Said Bendt: "It's good for them because they
will keep up with the competition If they keep
it at 30 percent, it will drive down the cost of
competitor's prices as well, so students can
have books at lower prices all around."
Contact Steele at stephanie.stcele@
murraystate.edu.
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Opinion Editor: Jodi Keen
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

Thanks for
the memo ...·
after the fact
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

What is unique about Murray State?
Racer One is an obvious
response. So are the shoe tree and
rubbing Rainey's diploma for
good luck.
Know what else is unique? How
the University doesn't fill us in on
things until after the fact.
Case Point No. 1: This semester,
Facilities Management employees
. have been shooting off pyrotechnics to discourage birds from settling in the trees on campus. The
bird feces may contain harmful
disease-carrying organisms, as
well as harm the structural materials of campus buildings.
Facilities Management officials
say their primary goal is to keep
the University community safe
and functioning as usual, which is
understandable given it's their
job.
What would have made this sit- I
uation better, though, was if anyone bad the slightest clue what
was going on the night that first
flare shot off into the sky and
exploded, sounding like a gunshot. As irritating as the sound is,
people around campus may have
· been more understanding had
they given a heads-up.
But that's just one time, right?
Case Point No. 2: A few years
ago, the University issued campus-wide e-mails announcing military cadets would be training on
campus, so no one needed to be
alarmed. This, however, was only
after someone had seen the troops
running around campus with
weapons and called Public Safety.
Case Point No.3: The University
launched its new Web site Friday.
It was long overdue, but a mass
announcement didn't come until
Monday. By then, countless stuj
dents, faculty and staff were confused by the weekend switch to a
not-yet-ready Web site, which
could have been avoided if the
University had warned us beforehand.
What is interesting is the University warns us when it conducts
emergency siren tests. The emergency sirens, while absolutely
important, don't involve shooting
flares, running around campus
with weapons or springing a com. pletely new home page on us.
The News does not wish to
argue the practicality or convenience of shooting pyrotechnics at
birds; that can be addressed at
another time. What we do want to
ask is, why not fill us in before you
start firing off explosives and
freaking people out?
The News understands the community cannot know everything
the University is planning and
executing. In fact, the community
knowing too much may sometimes complicate University matters in their primary stages.
In the case of the birds, however, a little advance notice - small
and inconveniencing no one would have prevented a lot of
confusion.
As much as we appreciate the
University's attempt to bring a bit
of Hollywood to Murray, we'd
rather not feel like we're in the
middle of a Hitchcock film, thank
you.

I
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Government transparency efforts start with the public
With its
Jan.
21.
2010, ruling
on Citizens
United v.
FEC. the
United
States
Supreme
C o u r t
Edwin Bender o v e r Executive director, turned a
Nationallnstitute longstandon Money in State ing ban on
Politics
the use of
corporate
profits to fund political advocacy - a ban spawned decades earlier by bald, wholesale corruption in politics in this country.
The Court also unequivocally
endorsed the value of transparency in elections as the first
step to leveling the political
playing field for individuals
who want to counter corporate
spending in elections.
They wrote, "The First
Amendment protects political
speech; disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react
to the speech of corporate entities in a proper way. This transparency enables the electorate
to make informed decisions and
give proper weight to different

Those same years, just 16 percent of "non-individuals," such
as industry and labor PACs
(political action committees),
businesses themselves and their
associations, gave more than
half a billion dollars.
This accounts for 80 percent
of all the donations from these
interests.
These donor and funding levels hold true for past election
cycles as well.
What does that mean? In
short, a small percentage of
individual and special-interest
donors in this nation provide
campaigns with the majority of
the funds to make candidates'
stances on issues known.
All this raises a basic question: "Who will elected lawmakers listen to most closely?"
The Institute's Web site provides you with free, detailed
information to begin to answer
that question. You just have to
look.
*Editor's note: For more
information about the National
Institute on Money in State Politics, a nonprofit organization
that examines state-level campaign contributions, visit the
company's Web site at folJowthemoncy.org.

speakers and messages."
While disclosure of political
donations and interactions in
this country is far from perfect,
it is better than in most other
countries.
For more than a decade, the
National Institute on Money in
State Politics has been revealing
the major players in state elections.
In our routine investigating of
state-level donor activities in all
50 states, we found some
astounding facts:
In the 2007-2008 elections for
state legislature. governor and
other statewide offices, just 14
percent of the donors gave 80
percent of the money raised by
all state-level candidates.
amounting to $1.3 billion.
Many of these donors were
political parties, their leadership caucus committees and
candidates . themselves. who
often give thousands to their
own campaigns.
After filtering out these
"insider" donors, we found a
few things.
In all 2007 and 2008 campaigns, 29 percent of the individuals who gave accounted for
80 percent of the money from
all individuals, or $468,774,539.
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What are your Spring Break plans?
"I am going to Orlando with the tennis
team to play in a tournament. In our
free time. we will go to Universal
Studios."
Ashley Canty • Powder Springs, Ga.
freshman
"I am going back home to visit my
family in California! My family and I
plan to hike and camp in Yosemite
National Park for a few days."
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Write to us!

Taryn LaVallee • Brentwood. Calif.
graduate student

am) going on a mission trip to the
villages of Brazil. We will build houses,
teach vacation Bible school and bring
supplies to the people."
"(I

The News welcomes commentari~s and letters to the edrtor. Letlers should be 300 words or less Contriblltors should include
phone number~ for ve•lflcalion. rled~e Include hometown, classlfkatlon and title 01 r~latlonshiP to tne University. Commen·
tarles should be limited to 600 wOlds. The News r~serves the nqht to ed1ttor style,lenQih and content No anonymous contn•
buttons will be accepted. An contributions should be turned In by noon on Tuesday of each week via t-maJI Of 111enews.OI'9.
Tile News strives to be the University community's ~ourte for Information. Our QOal is to prl'sent that informatiOn In a fair
and unbiased manner and provide a free and open IOI'um tor eq~ression and debate.
The News is a desrQnaled public forum. Student ed1tors have authority to make ~II tontent o~cisions WlthQut censorship or
advance awroval. The paper offers a hands-on learnino environment tor students interested 10 journali~ The campus press
should be free lrom censorship and advance apt)(oval of copy and lts ed1tors 5hould develop thetr editOI'Ial and ne~ pofictes.
I he News rs prepared and edited by students and Is an official publication of Murray State UniVersity, The first copy rs rree.
Additional copies are available tor 25 cents at mW1i1on HaiL

From the front:

Morgan Masterson • Edwardsville, Ill.
freshman
Contributing photographer Kirby Feldkamp
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Domestic violence bill risky
T he best tha t can be ~aid for how the state Senate is
rewriting domestic violence legislation is the authors
have no understanding of domestic violence.
A more cynical view is they are subverting the protective order system because they think this business
of protecting battered women has gone far enough.
As Senate ludiciJry chairman Tom Tensen. R·Lon·
don, said last week when explaining why his commit·
tee didn't consider including dating partners in tbe
state's domestic violence protections: "How far do
you expand domestic violence protection? To neighbors? To coworkers? Where do we draw the line?"
Well, 39 states and the District of Columbia have
drawn the line to protect more people than Kentucky.
And their social and legal orders did not collapse.
ln Kentucky, the House on Feb. 17 unanimously
approved opening the protective system to dating
partncrs.
We're s till waiting to bear what the real holdup is in
the Senate. One theory: When some senators hear
"dating partner," they think of single-sex couples and
recoil
While no one has publicly admitted to homophobia,
what has been on display in four Senate Judiciary
meetings is misogyny - a belief that women who seek
protection from their male partners can't be trusted
and arc probahly just gamin~ the system to gain an
advantage in a divorcL'.
Unless the Senate improves its performance, Ken·
tuckians might reasonably conclude that those in
charge still believe a woman's lot is to take whatever
her man dishes out.
And mcn are dishing out a lot. Domestic violence is
the No. 1 cause of injuries scndinR women to emergency rooms and the :;inglc most common cause of
death among prL"gglant women.
Ln 2008, 1.069 women were murdt>red by a husband
or boyfriend in the United States. 'lbat means a little
more than a thlrd of female murder victims were
killed by their current partners.
<The National Crime Information Center doesn't
include data on ex-husbands and ex-boyfriends, so
domestic violence murllers are understated.)

Kentuckr lacks exact measures of domestic violence
- something else the House tried tu remedy but the
Senate wasn't interested in.
Rut, applying the national percentage to the 68
women wbo we re murdered in Kentucky in 2008, we
get 24 women dying of domestic violence.
If two womcn a month arc dying at the hands of
their beloveds, think bow many thousands arc being
beaten and terrorized and how many Kentu cky chi!·
dren arc watching and learning and will be repeating.
Despite domestic violence's huge cost, there's a
school of thought that there should be no separate set
of laws for domestic violence. that victims should
take their complaints to the criminal justice system.
·This school of thought prcvaik>d in the Senate committee's rewrite of Bouse Bill I, Amanda's Bill, which
would allow judges to order GPS monitoring of some
battercrs.
The suhstitute corning out of the Senate Judiciary
Committee funnels everyone who re~:eives a domes't ic violence order into mandatory contact with the
county attorney's office to consider pressing criminal
charges.
Many victims don't want to press criminal charges.
They don't want to put their batterer in jail because
they depend on him for child support and fear what
he might do to them when he gets out.
By discouraging some victims from seeking protec·
tion. the Senate version would keep them in danger.
Other changes made by Jensen's committee, such as
prohibiting the government from using information
gathered during domestic violence monitoring for
llther purposes, arc smart and protect constitutional
ri,ghts.
Jensen and Senate leaders should make sure that
kind of intelligence t riumphs over their chamber's
less enlightened instincts • and that this legislature
moves in the right direction on domestic violence.
•Editor's note: This ;~rticle .ran as an editorial
Wednt.>sday in th<' Lexington Ht:rald Le:Jder.
For mort' in(orm;~tiorJ about this article, visit ken·
rucky.com/2010/03/17!11849JO.hrml#i:czzOiSUbwk31.
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By the numbers
Topic: Tech addictions
A trend among Millennials (people
ages 18·29) is they have grown up
with rapidly changing technology
and have been able to keep up with
the changes as well as embrace
new technology.
While being tech-savvy may help a
person stay up-to-date in the
world, it can also create
dependency.
Instead of arguing the types and
consequences, The News went.
back to square one and asked its
readers, can people have tech
addictions?

What's on
your mind?
President Obama plans to
overhaul "No thUd Left

Behirwr
Honda has recalltd 410,000
vehicles
The Homes. ABBA, Genesis.
lggy Pop &The Stooges and
Jimmy Cliff were inducted into
the Rock &Ro1J Hall of Fame
Obama wants health care
reform soon, but can
legislators agree on a plan?

Send a letter
to 111 Wilson Hal Of
thenewslnu'raysudu

todlrl

Runamuk
-\-\cv' 'U:>olC. (

(In response to a Missis!lippi hisll
school canceling irs prom rather tll;m
ll't a lesbian student L1riug :1 samt~·S<'X
date)
When I read about this story, I was
absolutely disgus!ep. When 1 read that
the school in question was in Missis·
sippi. 1 said to myself "that figures."
h took Mississi ppi untill995 to rati·
fy tbe 13th Amendment. You read thut
right • 1995, a:; in l$ years ago. And
now it appears the state still can't keep
up with the res t of the United States in
recognizing that members of the LGBT
community have rights.
Canceling the entire prom on the
' account of one girl bringing a sameseJt date not only screams discrimina·
tion, but wasn't the right decision. All
of the other couples might unfairly
place the blame on her for ruining
their night. How do you think she
feels? After all. she just wanted to go
to prom with her date like anyone cls~:.
While the U.S. and the individual
states have made good strides over the
past few decades, we still have n lnng
way to go. While I won't suggest
spending a day in their shoes, 1 will
encourage politicians and city officials
to become more educated about the
members of the LGBT community and
hopefully clear up any misconceptions
and bust any myths about them.
Take off those blurry lenses, and take
a good look at reality.
N.1than Bensch
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Kimberly Lynn Williams.
post~d on tbenews.org
Marchl2

r"riday night. And
there's nothing to do.
Again.
This was the frequent predicament
my fresh man year of
college. Somehow - I
don't know h ow - l
was more outgoing
Jodi Keen in high school.
it
was
Opinion Editor Maybe
because
1
was
jammed in a school of only l.SOO kids,
instead of 10,000 like it is here. Mayb e I
was a silly kid and I had no problem
admitting or showing it.
At a n y r ate, that h:Jd worn off by the
time r had moved into my residen tia l college room. So on Fridays, t here my
friends and I were, wondering whnt we
could possibly do that night th:u we h adn't done a thou~and times alrendy.
It takes a while, but eventually you'll
find there really arc things to do in Murray when your schoolwork hns cooled
(never!) and your dance card is lacking
partners.
.Lately, several of my friends have crea ted a "who can break their Lent promise
first" competition. It's quit e unofficial,
but one person will divulge his or h er
"giving up for Lent" item, another w ill
scoff at the idea - and the contest is on.
I'm not really tbc type to make a game
out of religiously grounded holidays. but
~o far it's been pretty entertaining to see
my friends get thl' shakes from going
wit hou t chocolatl'. alcohol, SWl'aring,
even Faccbook.
We make dancl' v i1.kos. Okay, so I
don't actuall y participate in t his, but I
have plenty of fr iends w h o lind a strange
kind of joy in remaking lk'yonce's "Single
Ladies (Pu t A Ring On It)" music video
(seriously. 1 think just about everyone
loves t hat video).
We invent games thnt you couldn't box
up and sell in a store. These games
include l i nking all of our pet peeves into
a story based on their first letter; seein g
who would win a "most random off-thetop-of-your-head trivia" contest <which
we actually hnve); and listening to the
radio and reworking the lyrics to each
song, so "Bad Romance" becomes a t u ne
about the T-Room's raspberry iced tea.
And don't forget about snapping up
some of the University bikes w h en t hey
make t heir highly anticipated re t urn.
(Anyone think a red carpet is out of t he
question fo r t he ir re- launch?) Warm
weath er h as been rolling in and out of the
area for a few weeks, so if t he nigh t your
boredom strikes is a night w h e n the
weath e r is nice, a late·night ydlow b ike·
r iding adventure lies just around t he corner!
Another boredom-fighter: We prowl
Web sites not for the latest news or fads,
but for random bits of entertainment.
For examp le, 1 discovered jigsaw puzzles on MSN.com. I spent the wee hours
of last Wednesday morning reliving my
childhood by piecing together picturesque scenes of mountains, vineyards
and farm animals. The same is true of
doing puzzles online as it is putting them
together on your living room floor. Start
with the edges and work your way in.
I s t umbled on another interesting find
last week: Sesame Street is on Twitter.
I'm fascinated and a little weirdcd out at
the same time. I mean, El mo's manner of
speech is cut e when you sec il coming
from a cute little furry guy on TV, but h is
endcaringness is lost when it's just text
on a Web page.
Before we part, I briefly wa n t to
address something that really troubles
me. For a reason that only God could
know (and even he doesn't understand),
Dustin Diamond from "Saved By The
Bell" did a "comedy show" in my hometown last weekend. Regular readers of
my column should know by now my
devotion to "Saved By The Bell," but
even I can't deny the fact that Screech
"grew up" to become a total d·bag.
I don't know what's worse: Screech
invading my hometown, or the locals
thinking he's entertainment and actually
charging people money to sec him. I'd
like to revoke the positive remarks I
made about my home two weeks ago,
because any town that considers an
adult-but-now hcrc·nc :1 r-gro wn-up
Screech entertainment is ridiculous, and
no amount of all-nigh t Steak 'n Shnke
cheese fries will change t hat.

Yes

No
(12%) +

• All.rnultli as of noon WN1nc$day;
from tbcneM'Ii.O'lf.

Cheers to - the University Store opening
itself up to textboOk
rentals next semester.
It's a n experiment
we're excited about.

'Supernatural' article
not so super-duper
(In response to the column ··channel
Surfing" about the show HSupei111!turi11" in the March 12 issue o fTbe Ne ws)
Bashing on the "Su pern.aturaJ" fandom is a freedom that you're allowed,
but when you're reporting or writing
an article on such a topic, it would be
nice to do a little research. don't you
think?
The ~supernatural" fanfiction distribution covers a wide variety of genres
(gen. slash. het, crack. AU, etc). Saying
"a lot of it is just smut" is condescending and short-sighted.
The "Supernatural• book series fea·
tured in the show <The Wmchester
Gospel) are novels. not comic books,
as you incorrectly wrote.
Breaking the show's fourth wall was
set out as a tip of the hat. not a bashing
(as you seem to imply in this).
Additionally, you are mixing up fici·
tonal-person slash and real·person
slash in this article, and those outside
fandom would be one the wiser.
Wlnccst is the fictional representa·
tion of Dean and Sam Winchester
slash. ~The Ballad of jensen and Jared"
is a video depicting 12 (Jared/ Jensen
RI'S). They arc not the same thing!
I am left wondering who or what in
thc "Supernatural" fandom ticked you
off enough that you felt you needed to
write a whole article pointing and
laughing.
·

I

It's Murray. It's a

(88%) •

letters • letters • letters • letters
Canceling prom discriminates, further
hurts state's image

We're in college!
Now what?

]«Jn to ... Lady Bug

Invasion 2.0. It's as if
the universe didn't
want us to open up
our windows and
enjoy spring.

~

cheers~
l

Cheers to
•.•
the
Racers
for being
•
mat ched
IIAI't up Vandy for their
,...,-" firs t NCAA game.
We can take 'em. Goooo Racers!
]«nto-NCAAfor ~
putting the MSU v.
• V andy game in Cali.
when both teams'
fans are right h e r e .

Cbeers to •.• Katie
SpOtz, the 22-year·old

Ohio woman who
rowed the Atlantic
Ocean in 70 d a ys.

71Je jeer of1111 jeers to~
- the Racers getting
only a 13th seed after
record-breaking
a
season. Seriously?

by Trcvin Holder
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Check it! The News online opinion selection:

~ote of the week: "Onct' the game i.'i
over, the King and tht~ pawn go bnck in

the same box."
- lt;Jliiw pro\'erb

• Thenews.oro: The News attacks! Videos, links. previews and sports updates -what more could you ask for?
• Web excluslvesl The beach. the mountains or sleeping 12 hours a day - what's everybody doing for Spring Break?Find out on thenews.orgl

• mtlltiW FICIIMJok opilion forum: The Racers take on Vanderbilt in California at t30 P.IL CST today on CBS. What are their tourney chances? Let us know!

I

I
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Song of the wee.Ic: "Alco/JoJ'!

-Brad Paisley
Contact
Keen
murraystate.edu.

at

jodi.kecn@

News
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Trash or treasure?
Group
recycles
books,
'makes
a
difference'
.
Crystal,AJrers

Assistant News Editor

Make a Difference Day will help rnrn trash mto treasure for tbt;
7Sth time ,March 27.
Since its inception in.l99S, Make a Difference Day hal1 collected many tons.of trash to ret!ycle or donate for the benefit of dif..
ferent commUnity o~tions.
City Council member a.nd mayoral candidate BUl Wells said
the: process b~an as a way to relieve tile city from. the collection
pr:xess while making ~ney for the Family Re$ource Center.
"At the time, I was director of the Resource Center," Wells
said. "Our city manager at the time said. •if you keep this out of
our collection, we pay $29 a ton to collect it.' They would pax us
$25 a too so it wouldn't go in 1he ground and we could recyCle it."
Wells said 30 tons. of paper were collected during the first

.

Make a Difference Day, far surpassing the ~ted one or two
tons.
Wells said the project bas gro~ IIUbstant;ially to collect several items benefiting more tQall just the Family Resource Center,
The Lions Club gets all eyeglasses, Court Appointed Special
Advocates·of Murray receives all cell phones, the Watch Center
receives funds from <:an$ and at the next Make a Difference Day,
donated books wUl also benefit the MurtaY. and Calloway Coun•
ty school systems.
Chris Wooldridge, dlreccor of the Kentucky Small Business
Development Center, helped develop the new book donation
effort in conjunction with Make a Difference Day. Wooldridge
said both he and Wells are members of the CQm~Dunity Education Advi~ory Councll.
"The purpose of this council is to support the Murray and Cal·
loway school systems, and one of the ttllngs we were trying to do
is look for a way to do some fundraising for this particular organization S:O that we could develop so~ funds !or theJe two
school systems," Wooldridge said.
He said all books collected at Make a Difference Day
will be sent to BetteJ"WorldBooks.com for resale.
"A percentage of those books, when they seU,
will be senti>ack to this organization so that we
can generate some funds in an, ol)gding
basis to give to both the Murray and Calloway school systems in support of

Rates Starting as low as ·
$298 in a 4-Bedroom
Original Unit!
Ar Lll U RRi\ 'i

$328 in a 4-Bedroom
Renovated Untt!

Be one of the first 30 peqple to sign a Fa/12010
lease and receive a $100 Visa Gift Card/
Offering 2 & 4 Bedroom
units with
Individual Leases
Private Bathrooms
Tanning Dome
Swimming Pool
Tennis Courts
Fitness Center
Washer & Dryer in Each Apt.
All inclusive rent to
included Internet, Cable &
Electric allowances

Visit us at:

The Chase @ Murray
1700 Lowe's Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270-759-3003
chaseatmurray.com
Facebook us
facebook.com/
ChaseAtMurray

their programs," Wooldridge said.
BetterWorldBooks.com gained some at*cntion in the CO\UlCil
after Wooldridge read ah article about them. He said after checking it out and purchasing sQme books through the Web site, the
idea for using it .as a fundrai$ing tool began.
"This particular organization came across my desk as one of
the up-and·coming entrepreneurs," Wooldridge ~aid. "The idea
kind of Cl\lllC together that what we would do is try to fmd a way
to usc this ,particular organization because they give ~ack a certajn amount of the proceeds they sell."
While BctterWorldBobks.com does have donation restrictions,
Wooldridge said he encourages people to bring all unwanted
books.
If the bookS arc unac~eptable for the organization. they will
either be donated or recycled, he saili
Of all the collected recyclables, the large quantity of glass .Ms
resulted ln a state grant funding a glass pulverizer, which brcllks
down glass for recycling. Wells said to receive the grant, a need
fo~ a glass ptdverizer had to be demonstrated.
Since 2.8 tons of glass were collected in a four-hqur Make a
Difference Day, the state deemed the glass pulverizer a necessity. Wells said they ~ave continued collecting glass to get people
in the habit of recycling.
"'Through the grant. we got the pulverizer, but tbe problem was
that they did.Ii't provide shelter for it," Wells said. "We hope·by
the end of the year to have that pulverizer here.''
Wells said the community's recycling efforts arc impressive,
especially compared to other communities.
"1 think this community has b(:en a big supporter of recycllng,"
Wells said. "It takes 200 volunteers a time, so it's all volunteer
belp. When we did the last one in January, it was 8-18 degrees and
the wind chill was zero and everybody was out there, It's really
been a communitY effort (or us."
Items accepted include eyeglasses, fukjets, ceU phones, cans,
paper, motor oil, prescription drugs. clothes, glass. batteries
(A, B. C01nd D) and books. Purchase Records Destruction
wUl provide a paper shr~dder.
Make a Difference Day will be from 9 a.m. to
1 p.m. March 27 at the Roy Stewart StadiUm
p.arking Jot.
Contact Akers at crystal.akcrs@
murraysrate.edu.
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Bicycles back after many repairs
Casey Thornton

Across campus
Scbolan Week Is ..,.,mac:hlng

Staff writer
In one corner the Racer Bike Share Program wants to enter the ring
for a second round, while in the other corner, according to one student,
the immaturity of some students stands ready to take it down.
Students can expect to see the bicycles around campus again March
31. Taylor March, junior from St. Louis, .Mo., and head of the Alterna·
-:.tive Transportation Committee, s;1id.
"We arc really hoping to have fixed all the past problems of the Bike
Share Program," March said.
During Thanksgiving break last semester the maintenance crew
rounded up all the bicycles to repair them. March said. He said they
have been working on fine-nming the bicycles and the program's plan
.to keep the bicycles functional.
·
!- Last semester bicycles were lost to both damage and theft, March
said, but with a new incentive program students should feel driven to
. return the bicycles.
Students can return the bicycles to the Student Government Association office on the first floor of the Curris Center every first and third
Friday of each month, March said. He said rewards for returning a
:;stolen bicycle include 20 percent off one logo item in the University
:store and a $5 Flex gift card.
• March said they have addressed many mechanical issues, such as the
handlebars, grips and bicycle seats, which plagued riders since the program's l::nmch.
"It really just took some tightening screws and bolts to fix the significant problems," March said.
March said he originall)' wanted to fix the seats at a certain height,
but he later opted to secure the seats tighter to the bicycles.
The maintenance crew has also securely fastened the handlebars to
the bicycles,.
"When we release the bikes again, we are makin~ only five bikes
available around campus," March said.
March said they are currently missing three bicycles, while two

Sebolan Week dl bt .A.prill9--al. This week proVides recognition of ll'•dwale. wclertraduate and fac-

'II

ulty research ail:d sdlolarly acti:Yky.

The ~.teedltne t.l'llesdq, March30. For
1D()re lnfonnadoa, c:QIIblct Jody Cofer at 809-3192 or
jody.coftr@murraystate.eclu ot 'Yi* campus.
murraystate.edWServices/URSA/iiades.html.

t

•

WID money for wrltlus peen

All U nlversity 8Ndents are i:avfted to write a 500-

1000 word piau oudin.lDs a sustalaable prosram or
~e Murr;ay State cou14 a4opt wilhin the neu

t&te.t years.

'J.'be COJite$t is spoasored by the H<laors Propam,
tbe Muriily EllYirolulleDta ~ Society and the
Qftlee -or Unde~ Research aiMl Scholarly
Bicycles such as the one above will once a9ain be released for student use.
remain unusable.
Though the bicycles were not top of the line, they still cost $75 each,
Don Robertson, vice president for Student Affairs, said.
David Schmoll, junior from St. Louis, Mo.. said the whole program
was a noble attempt, but the fault really lies with Murray State students' immaturity.
"These students really need more Jesus and religion to have good
morals." Schmoll said.
Said March: "We are really hoping the Racer Bike Share Program
works out well this time. Dr. Robertson invested the money to get this
program running, and we would like to se.e it continue."
Contact Thornton at casey.thornton@murraystatc.edu.

A~~.
~posals will be

rated by 2'-3 judpa on or~.
.relevance, Impact, feuibillty, dbelopmeDt and clarity. First prize will rec:eive $200, HCODd l'lac:e $100 aDd
third place

sso.

Entries must be submitted electroalciDy to mausreeneasayc:on~ ~ ~ JL For more
Wormation vWt eamp~edu/otg/meu.

Conectioa
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In its March 12 e4#tioa.
.New mcorrectly
repQrted the tbnts. date and location of the History
lteaarch Forums.
The fol'UJDI are held at elther 4 or 4:30 p.m. Thursday in Faculty Hall .room 5'05.

Starling population not so darling to Facilities Management
Nick Reside
Contributing writer
What sounded like fireworks or
even gunfire on campus in the past
few weeks have actually been Facilities Management's efforts to rid
campus of the starling population, an
, invasive species of birds.
, Wayne Harper, director of
grounds and building services at
I Fac~lities Management, is leading the
prOJeCt.
Harper said he previously worked
for the U.S. Department of Agricul• ture in animal control and has done
: hi:; own research on the bird species.
, Heavy concentrations of starlings
can rcsuh in several problems for
students and faculty, including "an
environment that is favorable to the
development of disease organisms

that might be harmful to human
beings," Harper said.
ln addition, starling excrement
corrodes metal and leaves a highly
offensive odor.
"Another problem is that the actual load of the feces material will
actually overburden the support
structure (of buildings)," he said.
The health of the Murray State
community is a concern, especially
because birds are notorious for carrying diseases, Harper said.
"First and foremost, our priority is
the safety, health and well-being of
our students, staff, faculty and visitors," Harper said.
Facilities Management uses a vari·
ety of humane expulsion devices,
Harper said, including pyrotechnics
commonly mistaken for fireworks.
A device called a zon gun is also

used, which emits very loud percussive noises.
"No one method is fully successful," he said. '"We have to use different things. So we used what's called
a multifaceted, proactive, humane
approach."
Harper emphasized the need for
immediate action in expelling the
starling population before they can
cause extensive damage.
"The problem js if you do not start
working to exclude them, they'll set
up what we call roosting habits
where it's practically impossible to
get them off campus," Harper said.
"lt would take two nights of birds,
and this campus would look like a
wreck and smell bad, too."
Even though ~tarling: cxpulsiou
has recently gained attention across
campus. Facilities Management

began the process the second week
of January.
Harper said he hopes to have the
starling population completely
excluded from campus before Spring
Break.
Harper said starlings were allowed
to set up roosting habits over Winter
Break 13 years ago.
Facilities .Management expelled
the birds before students returned,
but a large amount of excrement
remained.
"Fortunately the students were not
here and we got it cleaned up before
they returned, but it would make
your eyes weep," Harper said.
Although Harper insists that the
safety of the student body is his
number one con~; ern, he. admits that
Facilities Management could have
done a better job informing students

prior to the expulsion methods.
."We probably could've done bet·
ter by sending out a blanket e-mail to
everyone, but we're so intent on getting the job done sometimes we skip
some things like that." he said.
Facilities Management informed
campus police before beginning the
expulsion, but numerous calls were
made by those who mistook the percussion for gunfire.
Sarah Ellis, junior from Cadiz, Ky.,
was one of several students alarmed
by the percussion.
"It was a little random because
you don't hear that at Murray," she
said. "You don't hear anything dangerous without them saying, 'We're
going to tum the power off. we're
going to shut this ~treet off."'
Contact Reside at nicholas.rl'sidc
@murraystate.cdu.
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Junior guard lsacc Miles prepares for a free-throw In the win
over Morehead State March 61n Nashville, Tenn.

Racer fans cheer on the team during atimeout In Murray State's OVC Championship win,
eamln(Jthe team an NCAA automatic bid. The Racers take on Vanderbilt at 1:30 p.m. today.

Junior guard B.J. Jenkins looks for ateammate to pass to dur·
lno the Racers' 3oth victory of the season.

Racers prepare for NCAA, Vandy
Ricky Martin
Staff writer
The national stage has never shone brighter. Fortunately for
Murray State fans, the Racers have handled the spotlight well
this season.
In their six nationally televised games this season, the Racers
went 5-l, with their only loss coming by five from then No. .12
California in the season opener.
• Since that loss, the Racers reeled off a 30-3 record, going 17·1
in conference play, earning them an automatic bid into the
NCAA tournament.
The Racers, who were the fll'st team in the country to reach
~e 30-win plateau this season, square off in a first-round
matchup against Vanderbilt, in their seventh nationally televised
game of the year.
Murray State, who clinched their automatic bid to the Dance
with a 62-51 victory over Morehead State March 6, enters the
West Region as the No. 13 seed and are slated to face the No.4
seeded Commodores at 1:30 p.m. CDT today on GSS.
"Th.ey are a well-coached and very deep team," Murray State
Head Coach Billy Kennedy said. "They have been in the Top (25)
~II season and it will be a tough task. You have to beat good
teams in the tournament. They are a good team and we arc a
good team, and we are looking forward to it.''
I The Commodores (24-8,12-4) fell62-S2 in the semifinals of the
SEC tournament to eventual runner-up Mississippi State. Vandy
.finished the season in second place in the Eastern Division of the
SEC. behind only Kentucky, who won the conference title in
both the regular season and post-season tournament
: Vanderbilt's trio, consisting of senior guard Jermaine Beat,
Junior center A.J. Ogilvy and sophomore forward Jeffery Taylor,
provides the Dores with experience and balance. Beal, Ogilvy or
Taylor lead Vanderbilt in practically every offensive and defcn·

sive category, including points per game (Beat 14.7), rebounds
per game <Ogilvy 6.2) and steals (Taylor 36).
The Commodores have somewhat staggered into this year's
NCAA Tournament, losing two of their last three games prior to
their showdown with the Racers. And this is not the fll'st time
Vandy has held the No. 4 seed in the Dance.
In 2008, the Commodores claimed a No. 4 seed and were slated to face No. 13 seed Siena in the Midwest Region. Siena sent
Vanderbilt home to Nashville, Tenn., dismissing the 'Dores 83-62
in the opening round. Siena then fell in the second round to No.
12 Villanova, who lost to eventual National Champion Kansas in
the Sweet Sixteen.
As for Vanderbilt Head Coach Kevin Stallings, he knows his
team has its work cut out as a No. 4 seed again this year.
"My son texted me and told me (Jay) Bilas and <Doug) Gottlieb already picked us to lose," Stallings said in a press conference Monday. "So the experts apparently think we're in trouble
already, so we'll have to see how we can handle that."
Vanderbilt will play in its 11th NCAA tournament, while Murray State will makes its 14th appearance.
The winner of today's matchup moves on to face the winoer
of the Butler vs. UTEP matchup Saturday in San Jose, Calif., at
HP Pavilion.
The Racers and the 'Dores have shared two common opponents this season· Tennessee State and Western Kentucl-:y.
Western defeated both teams, while bOth teams were victorious over the Tigers. Vanderbilt defeated the Tigers 84--71 in
Nashville. The Racers faced Tennessee State three times this
year, winning all three games by an average of 25.3 points,
including a 33-point win in the OVC Tournament.
Only two other teams in the field of 65 have fewer losses than
Murray State - Kansas (32-2) and Kentucky (32-2) - who each
claimed the top two No.1 seeds .for the tournament.
Contact Martin at richard.martin@murraystate.edu.
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Baseball claims key~

'Breds defeat St. Louis, No. 22 Kentucky
Staff report

Senior catcher Jason Laws rounds first base the 'Breds' matchup with Artlansas State March 9 at
Johnny Reaoan Field.

......_A-·

The seven-game slide for the Thoroughbreds
was snapped this past weekend versus the St. Louis
Billikens.
The three-game weekend series at Johnny Reagan Field started what seems to be a new season
for the 'Breds.
They took two of three games against the Billikens while putting on a batting clinic in the first
and third games.
Game one started off great for the 'Breds with 7
hits and 3 runs in the first three innings.
Junior left-fielder Zach Noonan and senior fl.l'stbasemen Wes Cunningham each had three hits.
Senior right-hander Chris Craycraft got, the start
at pitcher for the 'Breds. He threw seven innings
allowing nine hits, four earned runs and six strike·
outs.
Freshman infielder Colton Moore, who ended
the game 4·for-S with six runs batted in, put on a
show for the fans while hitting for the cycle in this
one·sided game.
The 'Breds went on to win 12-7.
The second game of the series ended in a loss
but showed signs of improvement from last week.
Murray State had 14 hits to St. Louis's 16. The
'Breds left ll men on base.
Cunningham hit a triple and his fifth home run of
the season in the third and fifth innings. The Bil·
likens took this one 18-7.

A pair of doubles from Noonan and Cunningh1\lt)•
got game three off to a fast start.
• ••
Murray State dominated this entire game \\ith
Colton Moore leading the way. Moore finished~ .'
for-6 with two doubles in the fourth and seve!lt~
Utnings.

::::

Senior right-hander Alex Love got the win '-'6th:
pitching five scoreless innings. The final score war-:
12-2.
:-:
The 'Breds stunned the state of Kentucky
Monday by knocking off the 22nd ranked tea~ 1n:
the country.
• ....
They traveled to Lexington, Ky.. for a late afte;.:
noon game versus the University of Kentud}r;
Wildcats Tuesday.
:
The Wildcats came in to the game with a 14:-~
record.
•
Cunningham Led the team with three hits one
being his 6th home run of the year.
The 'Breds topped off the most impressive game
of the season so far, with , a 7-S victory over the
Wildcats.
The 'Breds welcomed the 5~10 Salukis from
Southern illinois for a Wednesday matchup at Rea-

:on:

...

gan Field.

.·:

Murray State is next scheduled to play Mid-Con·
tinent in a three-game series at home.
The Cougars are +7 and looking to break n fourgame losing streak.
The first game is set for 2 p.m. Friday. A doubleheader will follow Sunday beginning ~t 1 p.m.
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Softball
look
to
road
games;
UNSPORTSMANLIKE
ON DUCT
Elizabeth Johnson

Sports Editor

·~ick

me a winner. Bobby'

After the Racer Classic was canceled due to
inclement weather this weekend, the softball
team took to Belmont for a double-header Sunday.
The first game went back and forth, as Murray
State took a 2-0 !~?ad early.
The Bruins, however. responded with a tworun homer, tying the score.
Putting two more runs on the board, Belmont
pulled away until the Racers' freshman Alaina
Zoty batted in two teammates on a single to tie
the game in the fifth.
Belmont battled bac.k to regain the lead in a
five-run sixth inning.
Although Murray State added two runs in the
top of the seventh, the Bruins finished with a 9-6
victory.
The second game was a different story as the
Racers took an early lead.
With two runners on base in the first, junior
Jenna Bradley stepped. to the plate, where she
sent what proved to he the game-winner over the
fence for her fourth home run of the season.
While the Bruins were able to tack on two
runs, the Racers continueJ to capitalize on their
lead, leaving the field with a 10·2 win.
"The first game was rough," Bradley said. "We
made some errors. Coming back the second
game, we smoothed out the bumps. It was determination that won it for us, knowing that we
should've won the first."
Head Coach Jay Pyron said the way his young
team rebounded from the loss to a quick victory
shows improvement.
"I thought how we responded after the first
game was positive for us." Pyron said. "We have

"Pick me ~ut a winne.r, Bobby." Imagine
that kind of pressure.
Your childhood hero
breakS his homemade
bat; and he looks at you
and -asks you to fetch
its replacement.
Well, in "The Natural.'' that's exactly how
it
l\appened.
But
everything is always
easier in the movies
isn't it?
Behind "Major League," ''The Natural"
is my second favorite sports movie ever.
And "Pick me out a winner, Bobby" is I
pr?bably the greatest line in that movie. · 1
Roy Hobbs - played by Robert Redford
- asks the batboy to pick out the bat he is
going to use after he breaks his. And the
little boy does just that, picking up the
"Savory Special," a bat that Hobbs and
Bobby made together. Hobbs uses that
stick to take out the stadium lights with
his home run ball.
Now if only Bobby was picking my
bdcket for me.
The general rule is to never have all
fout number ones in the Final Four. Right?
Except for in 2008. Then it was OK, but
definitely not this year. Unless you aren't
superstitious.
Unless of course you take into account
that·the weakest No. 1seed (Duke) has the
easiest road to the Final Four, while the
two top seeded teams in the entire tournament - Kentucky and Kansas, have the
two most dangerous No. 2 seeds in their
regions: Ohio State and West Virginia.
So maybe it's a good idea to go ahead
and put all No. 1 seeds in the Final Four
this year. But probably not.
Obviously, everyone pretty much
believes that Kansas and Kentucky are the
two'best teams in the country.
So why in the world do they each have
to ftght their way through a gauntlet of
Regional games, before even having the
opportunity to face one another in the
National Championship? Should they
each make it to face each other, they will
probably both be so fatigued that the final
score_is 34-28.
1 •
Duke and Syracuse, on the other hand,
find themselves in the
easiest regions,
arid ·y. don't even think they should have
bt!eri No. 1 seeds.
'My No. ls are Kentucky, Kansas, Ohio
State and West Virginia. And guess what.
Only two of those teams can make the
Final Four in Indianapolis.
The selection committee messed it up.
Bad. There is no way around it. [ would
hope_stly be more content with the selec)ordie Oetken!The News
tio)l committee had they just omitted all
32 tc.ams from the West and South regions
Senior Angela McGahee (left) and junior lindsey Wiseman play doubles for the Racers at Kenlake.
- except for Murray State. of course.
p·e,tween the two Regions with Kentuc;kr~ and Kansas - the East and the Mldwes\ - three of the four teams that have
heJd the No. 1 position in the polls this
seaSon are present. So is the only team to
On Tuesday, the Racers
Keasling is hoping that won't
Kyra Ledbetter
beat the No.1 and No.2 ranked teams this
Staff writer
happen again.
will take on Cornell Universeaspn- Tennessee.
sity in Orlando. Fla., having
"I try to use (that loss) as a
$o the way it stands, Duke and Syracuse
motivating factor, that's for
not competed against the Ivy
Entering conference play
have the easiest roads to Indy while the
with a 7·0 victory over
sure," Keasling said. "Eastern
League school since the
two best teams in the country may not
Kentucky graduated three
1980s.
Southeast Missouri State, the
tw~n have a chance.
"Tennis is not only physiwomen's tennis team looks
players who really came a
Obviously, if they are the two best
long way their junior and
cal, but it's also a mental
to continue into conference
teams in the country, then it shouldn't
game, and they know how to
play in similar fashion, seeksenior year. They really
matter, but after possibly facing Northern
think their way through a
brought the program to
ing wins over Eastern KenIo':VaJ, Michigan State or Maryland and tucky, Morehead State and
match," Keasling said. "It's
another level and I'm glad to
Geqrgctown or Ohio State, just to GET to
see them leave."
hard to win two points back
Cornell universities.
the Final Four, then I'm not sure Kansas
to back against them. They're
The following day, the
Head
Coach
Connie
nor apyone could play that schedule and
constantly making adjustKeasling said she looks forRacers will travel to Morewin. I'm not sure the New Jersey Nets
ward to the challenge.
head to face the team
ments on the court. It's going
could play that slate of games and win.
to be like a chess game."
"Both Eastern Kentucky
Keasling is most concerned
Sol'm officially quitting logic and going
Keasling has no doubt her
and Morehead will be very
about.
for the Hollywood approach, so please
team is ready for the compeintense matches and we will
''1 don't care which team it
Bobby, pick me out a winner.
work all weekend on having
is that goes to Morehead,"
tition presented by the comPOWERPLAY: rm putting Greg and
ing weeks.
Keasling said. "It's always
the right mind set to go up
Elizabeth on the Power Play this week as
"We're a totally different
going to be a dog fight when
against those two teams,"
they head to San Jose, Calif., to cover the
you get there. Morehead is a
team knowing that the conKeasling said. "They have a
fir:st round games, while I head to Spring
ference team is upon us,"
tendency to get into our
very difficult place to play."
Break in Destin. Fla.
After a narrow 4-3 win last
Keasling said. "The players
heads and get us thinking
PENALTY BOX:
The
$2,160
about other things as
year, the Racers will have
are really excited about the
wo.r~b of plane tickets it could've cost The
opposed to just playing the
another difficult game ahead
conference season and they
Murray State News to send my co-workshoWt!d it in their play
match. We know that we
of them this year, with the
ers all the way out to San Jose, Calif., to
Eagles looking to avenge
against SEMO and going in to
have to be very disciplined."
cov~r their beloved Racers.
the matches coming up."
EKU, who is 5-10 so far in
their loss.
TWEET OF Tim WEEK: Lfitzgeraldll: their season, has suffered
"We're going to have to be
The Racers will continue
"The. race is not always won by the fastest
their busy schedule throughfour consecutive losses and
tough mentally, and we're
runner but sometimes by those who just
out Spring Break, taking on
hoping to play them outside,"
will enter into competition
keep~ on running." Faith Focus Finish &
Stetson University and
with Murray looking to earn
Keasling said. The past two
goodnight people.
years we've ended up playing
Luther College before week's
a conference win to help heal
' Tuesday from via UberTwitter
end.
the wounds of their defeats.
them indoors and I'd like to
Contact Martin at richard.martin@
see what would happen if we
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.
After suffering a 1·6 loss last
murraystate.edu.
year to the Colonels, Coach
play them outside."
ledbetter@murraystate.edu.

two

Women focus on near future

the ability and talent to win. We just have to
learn how to win tight ball games. It was positive
to sec how we bounced back from the loss.''
The Racers shift their focus to tennessee State
for a three-game series Saturday and Sunday in
Nashville, Tenn.
"Our pitchers do a great job, but there are
things they need to work on," Bradley said. "Our
hitters need to be more aggressive at the plate.
We all need to be more aggressive in what we're
doing."
Pyron said already defeating Eastern Kentucky
and playing SIU-Edwardsville has given the team
an idea of what OVC teams look like.
"We•re not going into it blind." Pyron said. u1•m
excited about the chance to begin this part of the
season - take the tournament play and hit the
ground running. We hope to play well in conference."
The Racers and TSU had identical records of
3-10 going into their respective games Wednesday.
The Tigers' last win came March 5 against
Alabama State. a team Murray State is scheduled
to play back-to-hack Tuesday.
Also on their Spring Break trip, the Racers will
take the diamond opposite Samford for a
Wednesday double header.
Pyron said the team - the first in Murray State
history - has already grown on and off the field
during the tournament portion of the season.
"I like the way were coming along." Pyron said.
"We're making progress. It's a learn-as-we-go
kind of thing. We're getting more comfortable
and more confident in the game atmosphere."
The Racers return from break with a two-game
series against Jacksonville State at Racer Field.
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@
murraystate.edu
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file photo

Sophomore Jose Berardo takes a swing during a practice at
Purcell Tennis Courts last season.

Racers return
from hiatus

Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer

Nearly a month after suffering a defeat at the hands
of Samford University, the men's tennis team hopes to
improve its 1-3 record over the next week, playing five
matches over the course of eight days.
The men will take on Eastern Kentucky University
Saturday, abandoning their long break with a match up
against the team that ended their tournament bid last
season.
The Colonels are currently 7-8 and enter into play
with Murray State trailing them with a four-match losing streak.
The Ra~;ers are the first OVC competitors the
Colonels will face this year, and after last year's defeat
the match should be a fierce one. With the EKU team
comprised almost entirely of freshmen, however, the
Racers should have an advantage.
The following day the Rac.e rs face off against More·
head State. encountering a team looking for revenge
after suffering two defeats against the Racers last year.
The Eagles lost their chance at the OVC title in the
first round last year, after the Racers defeated them 42. This year, the Eagles have yet to play a conference
match. but are surely looking to Murray State for their
first victory.
The Racers will then return home to play Western
Kentucky University on Tuesday.
Murray State managed a 4-.3 win over the Hilltoppers
last year; however, with a 6-2 record so far this season,
WKU may prove a more difficult team to conquer. Tn
addition, this year the Hilltoppers are the more experienced team, sporting only two underclassmen.
Murray State will end its week in a match against
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale on Saturday,
March 27.
The Salukis, who are 4~7 this season, swept the Racers 0-71ast season, leaving a foul taste in Murray State's
mouth.
With five underclassmen to their name, the chances
of the Salukis getting their wish next weekend could be
dampened.
The Racers continue to play at home the Tuesday
and Thursday following Spring Break, taking on Tennessee State University and Jacksonville State Univer·
sity at l and 2 p.m., respectively.
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Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbetter@murraystate. edu.

Classified
1

House for rent.
•
6 acres.
~
10 minutes from MSU.
$1,000 a month.
,j
Need references.
~
206-883-6219
~
L-------------------~
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Each week, The News picks some of the top performances in Racer athletics. To
submit a player for consideration in HOT SHOTS, contact Elizabeth Johnson at
ellzabetha.johnson@murraystate.edu.

Junior centerfielder Jenna Bradley proved to be the difference In a
10·3 drubbing of Belmont Sunday, smashlno a three run homerun In
the first Inning.

Fill' Photo.

Dt>rC!k Miller/Tile News

Ot>rek Milll'rl'lht' NPws

Senior first baseman Wes Cunningham helped to power the Thoroughbreds over No. 22 Kentucky going
3-for-4 with a home run and four RBis.

Senior pitcher Daniel Huff allowed three earned
runs with 11 careerilest six strikeouts over eloht
Innings to pick up a win over Kentucky.

$24.95 Oil Change PARKER @0
$19 • 95 . WI•th MSU 1• D • parkerford.com
MURRAY·KENTUCKY
~LI
N COLN
...

MERCURY~

Good until the end of March.

*Best value in town!*
FREE multi-point inspection.
by factory-trained technicians
with every oil change.
P: 888-830-8305

I

F: 888-830-8310

701 Main St.
Murray, ·K v
(270) 753-5273

I SignatureA.com

Grcufuation

& .1Ji9Coma. Frames
Packages Starling
at

$32.99

Graduation Announcements • Diploma-Frames • Keepsakes
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Editor Applications Due
Applications for the positions of 2010-2011 ...
·News Editor*
··Assistant News Editor
·Features Editor*
·Assistant Features Editor
·Sports Editor*
·Assistant Sports Editor

·Opinion Editor*
·Chief Copy Editor*
·Online Editor *
·Photography Editor*
·Advertising Manager*
·Production Manager*

(*Editorial Board Position.)

••.are due at noon on

Friday, April

·All positions al8 open.
·Interview times TBA.
·Applications al8 available at the front desk.

2nd·
--

Open 7 days o week Mon.-Fri.? o.m.-10 p.m. Sot.9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun.U o.m.-6 p.m.

654N. 12St. (Behind Cracker Barrel) 270-767-1831
myexpresstan.com
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Features Editor: Charlotte Kyle
Assistant Features Editor: Cody Arant
Phone: 809-4468
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National news, gossip sure to spice
tip your lunch conversation
Information and photos from
the Associated Press
Compiled by Charlotte Kyle

•

White set for lltcom's fall season
: Betty
·White's
dance card continues to fill.
• The
legendary
comedian -actress
has signed to co-star
In the TV Land sitcom "Hot in Cleveland."
White. previously
cast only for the
pilot, plays the Betty White
snarky but spry
caretaker of the
Cleveland home shared by three former
L.A. residents played by Valerie Bertinelll, Jane Leeves and Wendie Malick. Hot is
set to start its lO·episode season in June.
White. 88. will host NBC's Saturday
Night Uve on May 8. and will guest star
on the season finale of the ABC comedy
The Middle, also airing in May.
White. an Em my winner for The Golden Girls, received a lifetime achievement
award at the Screen Actors Guild Awards
in January.

Skaggs to perform in hometown
Bluegrass star Ricky Skaggs has signed
to perform at a festival in his eastern Kentucky hometown.
Skaggs Family Records spokeswoman
Michelle Brimm told The lndependent of
Ashland that the 13-time Grammy winner
would perform at the Lawrence County
Septemberfest celebration in Louisa, Ky.,
on Sept. ll.
Skaggs was born i.n 1954 in the rural
community of Blaine in Lawrence County
and was recognized early on as a child
prodigy.
Skaggs began performing with his family and by 17 was playing with Ralph Stanley's Clinch Mountain Bgr,s. Since t!len.
lie has gone on to record bluegrass, country and gospel music.

Sheen resumes work at CBS sitcom
Charlie Sheen is
back at work and
~hooting
has
~esumed on "Two
pnd a Half Men."
: His agent. Stan
Rosenfield.
says
Sheen returned to
lhe Warner Bros.
~et in Burbank,
Calif., on Tuesday
fnoming.
Charlie Sheen
; Sheen. 44. voluntarily entered a
~ehab facility as a preventative measure
Jhat temporarily halted production of
CBS' top-rated sitcom last month.
t Sheen still faces legal problems arising
from a fight with his wife in Aspen, Colo.,
fn December. He is charged with assault,
triminal mischief and menacing. which
~arrics a possible sentence of one to three
~cars in prison.
• Sheen pleaded not guilty to domestic
~iolence charges in Colorado's Pitkin
County District Court on Monday. A
judge scheduled a jury trial for July 21.

arilore,cial:ion for the human body.
classes lead to a better •nnl~>r<ttl:lr\tt~·
lng of forms. of skeletal structure and of anatopiy, and you have to keep all those things in mind
wb.Ue drawing," she said. "You have to learn to draw
based on what's inside the body. not just the outline.''
1:\attley said the classes, which include long drawings as
well as quiclt, 6Q-second drawings, were always interesting.
"It might be the $atne model every day. but it's always different poses and different views of the body." she said.
The d~ses create a relaxing, almost meditative atmosphere where students are allowed to simply draw what they
see and perfect their skills. Bartley said.
''('11le proCessor) puts on music and you get to just draw
for an hour and a half," she said. "It's an easy course with
a good teacher. good students and good bonding time."
Nudes, while sometimes awkward and uncomfort·
able. ,Provide the key to all artistic future endeavors, Bartley said.
She said: ..If you can draw the figure,
you can draw anything.''
Contact Booth at jamie.booth@
murraystate.cdu.

.

:Warrant issued for LU Wayne
•: A bench warrant has been issued for

Grammy Award-winning rapper Lil
Wayne, who is facing drug and weapons
Charges in Arizona.
: A Yuma County Superior Court judge
· issued the warrant Tuesday morning
after the entertainer, whose real name is
Dwayne Carter, failed to appear for a
final trial rn:magement conference.
But Lil Wayne's attorney says his client
couldn't appear because he just began
serving a one-year jail sentence in New
York for having a loaded gun on his tour
bus.
Ul Wayne was arrested in January
2008 at a border checkpoint 78 miles east
of Yuma after authorities say they found
cocaine. ecstasy and a handgun on his
tour bus.

DixieCbickstourwitbUrban, The Eagles
The Dixie Chicks are heading out in
June on a ont!-month stadium tour with
The Eagles and Keith Urban.
This marks the first time in four years
that the Chicks will take the stage on tour
together.
Their first show with The Eagles kicks
off June 8. Urban joins both acts two
nights later.
Tickets go on sale to t.he general public
on March29.
The Dixie Chicks have not released
new music since their Grammy-winning
2006 album, "Taking tbe Long Way."
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